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Abdul Rashid Moten
Constitution and
Constitutionalism-
AconStitution is a body of formal and effective rules and regulations thatgovern the relationship between people and formal institutions of a
state. It is a body of fundamental rules which determines the organisation
or structure of the government, and determines the relations among
the organs of the government. It also contains a statement of the rights
and duties of the citizens of the country. In democratic systems, the
constitution is considered a fundamental social contract among citizens,
where government receives its powers from the people and is bound by an
express set of human rights. The constitution is thus considered a statute
superior to "ordinary" statutes, which it can overrule, and is usually
protected by special courts. This chapter analyses the nature and features
of the Constitution of Malaysia and examines the way the Constitution
produces a government limited by law.
Nature and Types of Constitution
The term "constitution" derives from the imperial Latin constitutio,
meaning "establishment", or ordinance, of the Emperor. Some scholars
use the Greek word politeia for constitution, which means basically any
form of government. A politeia differs from the modern understanding of
written constitutions in two respects: first, not all Greek states had their
laws in writing; more importantly, the Greeks did not normally distinguish
between ordinary and constitutional legislation.
The most common usage of "constitution" is to describe a fundamental
--··'------------ M_
la_~ that defines bgy.'~~_g2Y~J.r.l}:r.:LE;'gL~.c:1J:!51llyo~La.!es and h9wilspow.er
alHt .a.l:l:!~<:Hity.are limite.c!. According to Strong, a constitution "is a
collection of principles according to which the powers of the government,
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